Abstract -Biologically inspired model (BIM) for image recognition is a robust computational architecture, which has attracted widespread attention. BIM can be described as a four-layer structure based on the mechanisms of the visual cortex. Although the performance of BIM for image recognition is robust, it takes the randomly selected ways for the patch selection, which is sightless, and results in heavy computing burden. To address this issue, we propose a novel patch selection method with oriented Gaussian-Hermite moment (PSGHM), and we enhanced the BIM based on the proposed PSGHM, named as PBIM. In contrast to the conventional BIM which adopts the random method to select patches within the feature representation layers processed by multi-scale Gabor filter banks, the proposed PBIM takes the PSGHM way to extract a small number of representation features while offering promising distinctiveness. To show the effectiveness of the proposed PBIM, experimental studies on object categorization are conducted on the CalTech05, TU Darmstadt (TUD), and GRAZ01
Introduction
Image recognition has been widely applied in the applications of computer vision, such as robot navigation, pedestrian detection, and clinical diagnosis [1] [2] [3] . In the practical applications, the performance by fusing certain biologically motivated mechanisms.
The traditional BIM model uses patches that are randomly selected in the second (C1) layers, which generates a huge amount of redundant information and also prevents robustness against rotational deformation. The stored patches in the C1 layers are the key components of the discriminative and robust abilities of BIM. Superior features extracted by the stored patches determine the feature invariance and selectivity, preserving BIM performance in the cases of object appearance variation and cluttered backgrounds. The majority of patches selected by the random method, however, are redundant and not discriminative for the recognition task, which results in performance degradation and high computational cost. These drawbacks seriously limit the overall performance of BIM. We propose a solution to this issue, a novel patch selection method with oriented Gaussian-Hermite moment called PSGHM. In the PSGHM, we employ the oriented Gaussian-Hermite moment to represent the first layers (S1) of the BIM [16] , and then the multi-scale keypoints are employed to locate the key regions of the S1, which aims to reduce the number of patches chosen but keep those with better discrimination than those chosen by random selection. We further propose a PSGHM-based BIM model (PBIM). We show its effectiveness, by applying it to object categorization and by conducting experimental studies on the CalTech05, TU Darmstadt (TUD), and GRAZ01 databases.
The remaining part of the article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give an introduction about the conventional BIM; In Section 3, we describe the PSGHM method and PBIM model. In Section 4, we present experimental results based on three public databases. Finally, in Section 5, we give our conclusions.
BIM review
Conventional BIM is a computational framework with four layers: S1, C1, S2, and C2, which follows the mechanisms of the primary visual cortex and builds feature representation by patch matching and maximum pooling operations [15] . S1 layers: The units in the S1 layers correspond to simple cells in V1. The S1 units take the form of Gabor functions [17] , that model cortical simple cell receptive fields. Gabor functions are defined as Given an input image, the S1 layer with orientation and scale is calculated by
where * denotes convolution, I is the input image, and G ， is a Gabor function with specific parameters.
C1 layers: These layers describe the complex cells in V1. The layers are the dimensionally reduced S1 layers obtained by selecting the maximum over local spatial neighborhoods. This maximum pooling operation over local neighborhoods increases invariance (providing some robustness to shift and scale transformations).
S2 layers: In these layers, S2 units pool over afferent C1 units from a local spatial neighborhood across all four orientations. The S2 layers describe the similarity between the C1 layers and stored patches in a Gaussian-like way using Euclidean distance. The responses of the corresponding S2 layers are calculated by
where is the sharpness of the exponential function, 1( , ) C j k denotes the afferent C1 layer with scale j and orientation k , and 
Enhanced BIM model based on PSGHM (PBIM)
The BIM model is an appearance based descriptor that focuses on the invariance and selectivity of extracted features. Although conventional BIM is more flexible than some relevant descriptors [7] [8] and its recognition performance is robust, it brings in huge numbers of redundant features by the random way, and results in heavy computing burden. In addition, the Gabor model has a high level of error in matching experimental physiological data [22] . To improve the performance of BIM, we proposed a novel patch selection way on oriented Gaussian-Hermite moment (PSGHM), and we enhanced the BIM model by the PSGHM to refine the representational features, named as PBIM.
The stored patches in the C1 layers are the key components of the discriminative and robust abilities of BIM; thus, the construction of a proper patch set is very important for the visual recognition task. A random selection of patches from the universal training set is an option, but that option is prone to bringing in huge amounts of redundant information and is sensitive to rotation. We address this by proposing a novel patch selection method based on Gaussian-Hermite Moment (PSGHM), which is based on a saliency mechanism and multi-scale keypoints on the OGHM layers. OGHM is a modified Gaussian-Hermite moment (GHM), whose properties are effective against scale change, image rotation, and illumination change [16] , [23] .
PSGHM consists of the following three steps: 1) Processing layer extraction, 2) salient regions construction, 3) keypoint candidate localization.
Processing layers
Input images are processed by OGHM filters with different directions and scales. We obtain OGHM scale pyramids as per the method in [16] . We make the directional multi-scale information tractable, by considering four orientations and sixteen scales for further processing in BIM. The processing layers can be calculated by:
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Salient regions
A huge amount of irrelevant information exists in the processing layers, which complicates locating the more discriminative regions in the whole image. Obtaining dense distinctive features requires the construction of a salient region with rich discriminative information. Based on a biological visual perception mechanism, attention is an important visual processing stage that guides the gaze towards objects of interest in a visual scene [23] . This ability to orientate towards salient objects in a cluttered visual environment is of great significance because it allows rapid and accurate detection and tracking of prey or predators by organisms in the visual world. Itti and Koch first introduced a biologically inspired model to generate a saliency map [24] . In our paper, the saliency map is constructed in the processing layers based on a simple saliency model in [25] .
The saliency map of the input image can be calculated：
where F is the Fourier transform, f is frequency, () Rf is the spectral residual , () Pf is the phase spectrum of the image. More details can refer to [25] .
We inhibit non-dominant information by adopting a simple version of the saliency map. We segment the constructed saliency map to obtain the salient region, i.e., where the distinctive features and patch extraction areas are concentrated. Given the saliency map of the input image, the salient region at location ( , ) xy can be obtained:
In general, we set ( 
Keypoint candidate localization
In the constructed salient regions, we locate the keypoint candidates in each layer with their corresponding direction. In the conventional BIM model, patches are randomly extracted from the overall C1 layers to form the vocabulary of visual features. However, these visual features are neither refined nor discriminative; they include irrelevant and redundant information and degrade performance.
Achieving a reasonable recognition performance with BIM requires matching many patches, which results in high computational cost. PSGHM locates the keypoint candidates within the salient region, which are identified by a keypoint detection method named FAST [26] . FAST is widely used because of its accuracy and speed; however, it does not have an orientation component nor does it produce multiscale features. Hence, we employ processing layers that are processed by Gabor scale pyramids at certain angles and produce FAST keypoints at each layer. In this way, we extract multi-scale keypoint candidates with specific angles. The keypoint candidate position key can be localized by
Here, FAST is the keypoint detection method, , P  denotes the processing layer with orientation  and scale  , ( , ) xy are pixel coordinates in the layer, and SR is the salient region. We preferentially extract image patches around these detected keypoint candidates.
Experiments
We evaluate the performance of PBIM in several recognition tasks. In Section 4.1, we give the experiment setup. In Section 4.2, we evaluate the PBIM model under conditions of under normal circumstances using three datasets (Caltech5, TUD and GRAZ01).
Experiment Setup
Given the various appearance transformation of the images, we applied the position-scale-invariant (25) where a true positive is a correct classification of a positive (an object or scene), a true negative is a correct classification of a negative (background), a false positive is an incorrect positive classification and a false negative is an incorrect negative classification.
Experiment Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of PBIM, we compared it with that of other related algorithms on three public image datasets: CalTech5 [15] ，TUD [28] , and GRAZ01 [29] . The CalTech5 dataset contains the cars, frontal faces, aeroplanes, leaves, and motorcycles, as shown in Fig. 2 . We applied this database to evaluate BIHM and make comparisons with the conventional BIM and the SIFT algorithm [5] .
Caltech5
To make the experiment at a feature level and ensure a fair comparison between the methods, we compared the scale and position-invariant C2 features produced by the standard BIM, and PBIM with SIFT features by passing the features to an SVM, which was trained to perform the object present/absent recognition task. We chose the classification rate for various numbers of features as the evaluation criterion. In the experiment, we randomly chose 15 images from each category of the CaltTech5 dataset as positive training images and 15 images from backgrounds as the negative training set. For the tests, 50 other images (each category of the CaltTech5 dataset) and 50 other images (backgrounds)
was randomly chosen as a testing set. It should be noted that a different number of features were randomly chosen from the C2 layers and SIFT features set (the SIFT features were obtained as in [15] )
to train the models. Fig. 3 shows the simulation results on the CalTech5 dataset for different numbers of features. In general, it has been shown that PBIM outperforms BIM and SIFT in terms of accuracy for the most categories in the dataset. PBIM and BIM significantly outperform SIFT for the airplanes, faces, leaves, and cars; for the airplanes and leaves, PBIM is clearly superior to BIM, whereas for the faces and cars, PBIM can be competitive with BIM; PBIM did not achieve superior results in the motorcycles test. The TUD database (formerly the ETHZ database) contains side views of cars, motorcycles, and cows, as shown in Fig. 5 . We evaluated the PBIM model, the conventional BIM that uses the random patch selection method, and a modified BIM model (MBIM) based on OGHM with random patches [16] . In addition, we also compared SIFT [5] and spatial pyramid matching using sparse coding (SPM) [30] in the experiment. To make the comparison at the feature level, we compared the scale and position-invariant C2 features of BIM models with the features produced by SIFT and SPM by passing them to a linear SVM that was trained to perform the object present/absent recognition task. We compared the classification rate for various numbers of features (5, 10, and 25) . In the experiment, we randomly chose 15 images from each category of the TUD database as positive training images and 15 background images as the negative training set. For the tests, 50 images from each category of the TUD dataset and 50 images from backgrounds were randomly chosen as a test set. The results were generated from 10 independent trials.
TUD
We report the mean and standard deviation of the classification across all classes. 
GRAZ-01
GRAZ-01 [29] is a challenging dataset with high intra-class variability on highly cluttered backgrounds, containing persons, bikes, and backgrounds. The sampling images of the GRAZ-1 dataset are shown in Fig. 6 . For the GRAZ-01 dataset, we followed the method presented in [29] : 100 images (bike or person) and 100 images (backgrounds) were randomly chosen as the training set; 50 other images (bike or person) and other images (backgrounds) were chosen as the testing set. Fifteen hundred initial patches (features) were used for the experiment. We repeated the experiment 10 times and reported the averaged values of the test results. For effective evaluation of the PBIM model, we also tested the ROC and recall-precision (RP) curves and compared the performance of the proposed model with that of related approaches (i.e., Moment invariants, SIFT, Similarity-Measure-Segmentation (SM), modified Biologically Inspired Model (MBIM)) [29] , [16] . The experimental GRAZ-01 dataset results are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows the ROC curves results: PBIM achieves the best performance in all cases. PBIM by far outperforms the moment invariants, SM, and SIFT approaches for both bikes and persons. The performance of PBIM are similar to that of the MBIM method at the bike cases ; however, PBIM significantly outperforms the MBIM method at the person recognition tasks. In general, our proposed model achieves competitive results.
Conclusion
In this article, we presented an OGHM based patch selection method (PSGHM), and extended the BIM model with the PSGHM method. The OGHM-based features have properties that are robust to in image distortions, including rotation. The proposed PBIM model increases the rotation invariance for local feature representation and refine the selected patches. PBIM provides a better balance between selective representation and invariance. Experiments on three different datasets demonstrated significant improvements as compared to the conventional BIM. Our work thus far has focused mainly on the low layers of BIM. Enhancing a deeper hierarchy of features will constitute our future work.
